
Detecting the Undetectables

ABSTRACT

Single molecule array (Simoa) technology allows the measurement of
biomarkers with unprecedented sensitivity. This sensitivity allows
researchers to monitor the levels of critical disease markers in the
blood long before the onset of clinical symptoms of disease, opening
new possibilities for precision preventative treatments. The impact of
ultrasensitive biomarker analysis on research for inflammation and
oncology will be illustrated, with examples from prostate and
pancreatic cancers, auto-immune disease and clinical trial monitoring.
Additional case studies will be discussed describing how Simoa
technology is being applied in areas including neurology and infectious
disease.

SPEAKER FROM QUANTERIX

Dr. Joe Johnson received his Ph.D. in Biophysical Chemistry from Stanford University.
Throughout his career, Dr. Johnson has collaborated between research and
development, facilitating the understanding of scientists and customers of how a
technology works as well as the potential applications of that technology. He has
been a group leader for biomarkers in a contract research organization and a principle
scientist for a CLIA certified and CAP accredited diagnostics laboratory. Dr. Johnson
joined Quanterix in 2016 and is currently a senior scientist in the assay development
group. In this role, he has launched multiple products within the immunology,
oncology and infectious disease space, including six assays on the SR-X / HD-1
platforms and a 10-plex cytokine assay on the planar SP-X platform.

REGISTRATION
Please register at the link below 

or via the QR code

https://www.surveymonkey.c
om/r/2019julquanterix

CONTACT US:
Katherine Ang

97288616
katherine.ang@ri.com.sg

PROGRAM

▪ Monitoring health and disease progression in inflammation 
and oncology with ultrasensitive biomarker analysis on the 
Simoa Platform.
Joe Johnson, Ph.D. Senior Scientist, Assay Development,         
Quanterix Inc.

▪ High Sensitivity Biomarker Detection   
Wilson How, Research Officer, SIgN

▪ Closing remarks by Olaf Rotzchke, PI, SIgN

Light refreshments provided 
for registered customers

DATE
2nd Jul 2019 (Tuesday)

TIME
3.00pm - 4.30pm

LOCATION
Seminar Room, Level 4, Immunos
Singapore Immunology Network,
8A Biomedical Grove, Singapore 

138648
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